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5 of 5 review helpful A crowded book that goes nowhere By Kindle fan This book is set in a variety of scenes in and 
around New York socialist rallies hospitals for the terminally ill adoption agencies upper middle class homes in 
Greenwich Village Jewish Orthodox synagogues after school programs for poor black girls courtrooms etc etc The 
author probably had to do so much research that she forgot to also ldquo Zoe Heller is an extraordinarily entertaining 
writer and this novel showcases her copious gifts including a scathing Waugh like wit rdquo mdash New York Times 
Best selling author Zoe Heller has followed up the critical and commercial success of What Was She Thinking Notes 
on a Scandal with another tour de force on the meaning of faith belief and trust The Believers Tragic and comic witty 
and intense The Believ From Publishers Weekly Starred Heller What Was She Thinking Notes on a Scandal puts to 
pointed use her acute observations of human nature in her third novel a satire of 1960s idealism soured in the early 
21st century Audrey and Joel Litvin 
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